
Kameleon in-line filter 

Kameleon is Dutch for Chameleon. A Chameleon can adapt its color to its surroundings.
The Kameleon in-line filter can adapt it's tonal color to the connected headphone.

It cannot do this automatically though, a filter module for a specific headphone must be inserted. Also the Kameleon can't 
correct distortion, ringing, cone break-up etc. It can't perform miracles and only improve the quality that is already there. 
The filter circuit is quite basic and thus can not correct lots of peaks/dips, large peaks/dips nor very narrow peaks/dips or 
make complicated filter schemes. It is only suited to correct the frequency response for those headphones that already are 
good performers by themselves AND can be improved even further with just those (small) corrections.

The Kameleon must be connected between the line-output of source such as a portable player/phone/tablet/laptop/DAC/pre-
amplifier or a docking station and the input of a headphone amplifier. 
There is an on/off switch and a switch that bypasses the filter or switches it in-line. There is one LED indicator which is on 
when the power is switched on. When it lights up red the filter is bypassed, when it lights up green the filter is active.
The Kameleon can run of a single DC voltage between 15V and 50V. It also has a switched DC output connector which can 
be connected to Garage 1217 amplifiers (24V and 48V versions) as well is to other devices as long as the power supply 
voltage is between 15V and 50V DC. The center pin of the 2.1/2.5 mm barrel plug must be the +.
Both the input and the output connectors take 2.1 mm and 2.5mm barrel plugs. 
The Kameleon has reverse polarity protection provided the connected power supply is max 4A.
Power supply input/output is galvanically isolated from audio ground by a 3W DC-DC converter to prevent ground loops.

Specifications amplifier section:

Audio input connectors:  …..................................................................................................... RCA (unbalanced)
Audio output connectors: ….................................................................................................... RCA (unbalanced)
Max. Output Voltage: ….......................................................................................................... 20VPP  = 7VRMS 
Power supply voltage: …........................................................................................................ 15V – 50VDC

Max current DC outlet socket: …............................................................................................ 5A, 20A peak (not fused)
Current consumption # : …......................................................................................................  around 50mA 
Frequency range * #  (gain set to +6dB, 'flat' module): …........................................................ 1.3Hz to 250kHz (-0.5dB)

0.4Hz to 750kHz (-3dB)
Phase *:  (20Hz – 20khz, 'flat' module): …............................................................................. 180° (+/-1°)
Slew rate # : …........................................................................................................................ 10V/µs #

Input impedance: …............................................................................................................... 20k
Noise (ref. 2V) # : .…............................................................................................................... < -103 dB 
THD # : …................................................................................................................................ < 0.01%
IMD # :  …............................................................................................................................... < 0.01%
Output Resistance * :  …....................................................................................................... < 470 depends on module
Max. allowed input voltage * : …........................................................................................... 40VPP /14VRMS / +25 dBu 

* Phase, Frequency response, max. input voltage, output resistance will vary depending on the used headphone module.
# depends on components used.

         Square-wave: 10Hz Square-wave: 100kHz Phase: 20kHz

Interesting for who ? Not interesting for

Those that like their headphone(s) but would like it to sound more realistic Those who love their headphone(s) just as they are

Those who do not want to modify their headphones to change its sound Those who don't believe in equalization

Those who do not want or cannot to use digital EQ Those who buy TOTL headphones as if it were candy

Those who value bit perfect playback Those who believe modifications are always better than EQ

Those who like 'neutral' headphones but don't want to spend loads of funds Those who use different headphones to choose a tonal balance

Those who do not want to change headphones depending on mood/taste Those who only want boutique parts in their entire reproduction chain



PCB & enclosure design

The PCB is designed to fit in a  Hammond 1455L1201 enclosure, but other enclosures can also be used as the board has 4 
holes for mounting it in other enclosures. As long as one can access the top of the board to change modules it is O.K.

All components are board mounted so no extra wiring is needed unless one wants to use other enclosures or other switch 
and/or connectors.
Because this design is 'DIY type' and some people like up/down toggle switches or left/right toggle switches the design is such
that these 2 different types can be used. Also, by setting of a jumper or solder wire one can select the 'on' position for the 
power switch and for the filter switch to be either in the up- or down-position or the left- or right-position.
As the switches differ in height both different types of switches should not be used on one board.

PCB dimensions are 100mm x 119.5mm. It has 4 mounting holes, (3.2mm ) where one hole can be connected to ground via∅
a solder jumper in case another than standard enclosure is used.

The standard enclosure is the Hammond 1455L1201, it is available in silver, black and blue versions. 
The top panel can slide open when some modifications to the back panel and top lid are made. 
This creates very easy access to the filter socket. 
Of course other cabinets that will hold the PCB and have an (easy) removable top plate can also be used.

The front panel needs 3 holes. The position and size depends on the type of switches used. Drilling patterns below.

Front plate for switches with vertical action      Front plate for switches with horizontal action

The rear panel needs some holes to be drilled and the top part needs to be filed away so the top plate can slide in and out.

Also the top plate needs some work.
Parts of the slide rails need to be filed down. 
Dimensions for filing down the sides are given on the right.

Also the plastic surround needs to be filed down on the top so the
top lid can slide past it. 



PCB Layout 

 Top side Bottom side

Schematic diagram



Component list

The Zenerdiode Z1 is shown in the correct polarity in the schematic but on the PCB the part is swapped. So the cathode 
(stripe on the actual part) must be inserted in the square pad, the anode must be inserted in the round hole (where a stripe is 
shown on the PCB). All other diodes must be inserted as shown on the PCB !

The 24V relay should be a high-sensitivity type. 
It is possible to use the normal type but in that case both the relay as well as the power supply have a higher temperature.

The PCB is designed for the XP-Power IT2412S or Murata NDH2412SC 3W DC-DC converter. 
However, when those are not easy to obtain. Other 3W converters with a slightly different footprint like the Recom RS3-2412D
XP Power IZ2412S / IP2412S or Traco TMR 3-2422WI  / TMR 3-2422 can also be used. 
In this case pin 5 (see drawing) must be removed (clipped off) and a solder bridge must be made on the PCB between pin 8 
and the open pin (what would be pin 9).
The procedure is shown in steps on the right.

It is possible to use 2W DCDC converters but in this 
case the op-amps used should be OP275 and the 
relay used must be high-sensitivity.

NOTE: 
RS-online has minimal ordering quantities for many parts.

Item Q'ty Reference Part Farnell RS-online Mouser Conrad

1 1 CON1, CON3 L in (white or black) 1280699 360-1218 534-936 736899 - 89

2 1 CON2, CON4 R in (red) 1280700 534-937 

3 1 CON5,CON6 Cliff   FC681465P   DC-10LP 1854512 805-1699 490-PJ-102BH 735705 - 89

4 1 R3 9467688 683-3590 279-LR1F390R 1417596 - 89

5 2 R13,R23 9468463 683-3749 279-LR1F470R 1417689 - 89

6 1 R7 9465170 683-3165 279-LR1F1K0 1417606 - 89

7 2 R8,R9 9466711 683-3449 279-LR1F2K2 1417611 - 89

8 6 R2,R4,R10,R11,R20,R21 9463976 830-7501 279-LR1F10K 1417569 - 89

9 1 R5 9465030 683-3137 279-LR1F18K 1417585 - 89

10 2 R12,R22 9467351 683-3544 279-LR1F33K 1417613 - 89

11 2 R1,R6 9463895 683-2923 279-LR1F100K 1417570 - 89

12 1 R0 9466037 683-3310 279-LR1F220K 1417610 - 89

13 2 C12,C22 10pF 2309022 831-2871 75-1C10C0G100J050B 457124 - 89 

14 4 C13,C14,C23,C24 100nF 2309020 789-9242 594-K104K15X7RF53L2 1420294 - 89

15 4 C1,C2,C5,C6 9692495 315-0940 667-EEU-FC1J220 442103 - 89

16 2 C7,C8 1848438 449-1034 667-EEU-FC1E470 792077 - 89

17 4 C10,C11,C20,C21 1848428 449-0968 647-UKT1C101MDD 421924 - 89

18 1 C4 1848546 727-0688 710-860040573004 422041 - 89

19 1 C3 8767041 865-0669 647-UVZ1A471MED 1471050 - 89

20 1 DC1 IT2412S (RS3-2412D see text) 1738193 163-962 919-RS3-2412D 157916 - 89

21 2 D1,D3 1N4148 9565124 739-0290 512-1N4148 162280 - 89

22 1 D2 5A Schottky (SB560) 2547233 700-0928 512-SB560 155392 - 89 

23 1 D4 1N4001 (to 1N4007) 9565051 628-8953 621-1N4007 162272 - 89

24 2 IC1,IC2 OP275/LM4562 1685366 761-5952 926-LM4562NA/NOPB 1010800 - 89

25 1 IC3 LM317HV 1469086 535-9054 512-LM317AHVT 1014033 - 89

26 1 J1,J2 solder jumper

27 1 LED1 green/red 1142488 228-5641 696-SSL-LX3044IGW 180242 - 89

28 2 L1,L2 1mH 608609 191-0712 871-B78108S1105J 1406017 - 89 

29 1 MF1 IRF6218 or IRF5210 1704022 541-1720 942-IRF5210PBF 162406 - 89

30 1 REL1 24V DPCO 9913696 619-3041 655-C93419 507427 - 89 

31 1 SOC1 2445620 783-0000 649-DILB8P223TLF 189502 - 89

32 2 SW1,SW2

33 1 T1,T2 BC547B or BC547C 2101372 545-2248 512-BC547BBU 563803 - 89
34 1 T3 BC557B or BC557C 2453805 761-3505 512-BC557BTA 1262968 - 89
35 1 Z1 BZX79C10 (see text) 1467594 544-4461 512-BZX79C10 563812 - 89

36 1

390  (0.6W)

470  (0.6W)
1 k  (0.6W)
2.2 k (0.6W)
10 k (0.6W)
18 k (0.6W)
33 k (0.6W)
100 k (0.6W)
220 k (0.6W)

22F/63V

47F/25V

100F/16V

100F/35V/105oC

470F/10V

spring loaded 8 pin DIP socket

SW SPDT horizontal
SW SPDT vertical

9473246
1550095 

734-7104
231-2664

633-M2012S2A2G30
611-ET01-002  

703636 - 89 
 

enclosure
Make sure to order the L 
version
of this enclosure

Silver
Black
Blue
Red

4272870
  9287841  
2361592 
2469298

613-8381 
773-2975 
869-2641

546-1455L1201
546-1455L1201BK
546-1455L1201BU
546-1455L1201RD 

534389 – 89
534398 – 89
1010174 – 89
1306946 – 89



Construction tips

Start with soldering the resistors, inductors and diodes. 
Diodes are polar devices, respect the polarity of these devices.
The cathodes (stripe) on the diode is also shown on the PCB and must be inserted in the
round solder-pad.
Zenerdiode Z1 is shown in the wrong direction on the PCB. The picture on the right 
shows how Z1 must be mounted. The cathode (stripe) of Z1 in the square solderpad.
Solder the IC sockets. NOTE the IC's do not have to be in sockets but should you choose to
use sockets then low profile, turned sockets are preferred. The socket for the module MUST
be spring loaded socket. Do NOT use turned sockets in that position.
The LM317 and MOSFET must be bent and mounted on the PCB (short M3 bolts and nuts)
before the pins are soldered to the board.

The electrolytic capacitors are polar. Do NOT mount these in the wrong direction.
All capacitors have the same orientation on the PCB. 
The + of the capacitor is indicated on the PCB and is the square pad.
The minus (–) is indicated on the capacitor itself and is usually shorter than the +
Capacitors can explode when they have a too low voltage rating or are reversed in polarity.

Use the correct relay. When you cannot find the recommended ones look for non-latching DPDT 24V high-sensitivity type 
relays. The minimum coil resistance is 2 kΩ.
For the correct DCDC-converter please look at the info on the bottom of the previous page.

When the circuit does not need a DC output socket simply omit CON6. The threaded hexagonal spacer used is 
M3 x 8 (Farnell code 1466741) or Conrad code 526509–89 (M3x7.5mm).
To secure the filter module onto the board the same threaded hexagonal spacer can be used.

The screw must be M3 x 16 (or close to it M3 x 15 or M3 x 18 is also O.K.) #4 UNC is also an option with appropriate spacers.
Mount all the other parts but do not place the op-amps before the power supply of the board is measured (should be +/- 12V)
You can use vertical-action switches and horizontal-action switches. Always use the same types for SW1 and SW2.
I recommend the vertical-action switches as these can be bent into place somewhat when drill holes in the front aren't exactly 
aligned, the horizontal-action switches can not. The PCB below has the vertical-action switches mounted.

2 different sized RCA connectors can be used. The DC barrel 
sockets in the BOM list can take both 2.1mm and 2.5mm plugs.

                                     Jumper settings:

Some people prefer the 'on' position of the switches to be 'up' while 
others prefer 'down'. Likewise for the horizontal action switches 
except it is 'left' or 'right' for on.
To accommodate those wishes jumpers J1 and J2 are present next 
to the switches. 

When using horizontal-action switches a trace (on the bottom
of the PCB) has to be cut and a solder bridge has to be
made. (see picture below)

The jumper positions on the right will determine whether 
the left position is 'on' or 'off'.



The indicator LED must be installed. This is a bi-color LED and glows red or green depending on its polarity.
There are other color combinations available if one doesn't want red and green.
When you want the green color to be the 'filter active' indication the LED needs to be mounted in a different orientation than 

when red indicates 'filter active'. 
When the power is switched on the indicator LED goes 'on', the color depends on the 'filter' switch position.
For testing if the right color is present you must power the circuit, switch the power 'on' and set the filter switch 
in the 'on' position. Now insert (no soldering) the LED into LED1 position and press it against the pads. If the 
color is correct remember whether the short or the long pin is located in the square solder pad. If it's the wrong 
color turn the LED around and check again.
Carefully bend the LED so it lines up with the levers of the switches and protrudes forward as shown.

Before testing with audio signals and before inserting the audio op-amps the PCB must be checked for proper operation.
Check if the DC output switches through the input voltage to the output barrel plug.
When the power switch is switched on, CON6, the output DC socket should have an output voltage and the LED indicator 
should light up.
Use a multimeter and connect the black lead to the screen of one of the RCA's. The red lead to pin 8 of IC1. This should read 
approx. +12V DC.  Then red lead on pin 4 of IC1. This should read around -12V DC.
If this is O.K. switch it off and insert the op-amps.
Most 8-DIP dual op-amps can be used as long as they can operate on +/- 12V and are unity-gain stable.
Opamps like LME49720, LME49723, OP2234, AD823, AD825, OPA627, AD8599, OPA2107, OPA2227, OPA2604, NE5532, 
MUSES02, MUSES8920 and quite a few others can all be used. No problem in using SOIC8 on adapters as well.

When the power is switched off the input and output are connected. So without power the audio signal is simply switched to 
the output. When the power is switched on but the filter is set 'off' the input signal also bypasses the circuits inside.
When the filter is 'on' the circuit is active. In order to get any sound from it a filter module MUST be installed.
That filter module also MUST have R1R and R1L installed (on the bottom side of the filter board) otherwise there is no sound.
Older filter boards (non SMD) can not be used with the in-line Kameleon as it lacks R1R and R1L. 
There is a workaround for this by adding R1R and R1L on the top side of those old filter modules and cutting a trace between 
pin 2 and pin 7 of the old filter board on the bottom side. Then solder R1's from pin-2 to pin-4 and one from pin-5 to pin-7.
Contact me if you want more info on this.

With a filter installed check for proper operation.

Now it is time to insert the PCB into its enclosure. That enclosure needs to be electrically
connected to the ground of the PCB (GND connection). Solder a short piece of wire (clipped
off one of the components) and solder it onto both pads marked GND

Insert the PCB in the bottom slot.

Bend the wire so it is curled around the rear right bottom screw hole on the back.
When the back plate (with plastic spacer) is screwed in
position this wire will be pressed against the metal. Check
with a multimeter in the resistance mode to see if the
enclosure itself has made contact with one of the RCA
screens.
When it didn't  scratch the aluminium near the screw bare so
the aluminium is clearly visible.

When fitting the front plate bend the LED so it fits nicely
into the front. 
Screw down the front plate. Mount the rear plate but do 
not screw the two top screws in yet.

Slide in the top plate and the two remaining top screws.



Soldering the filter modules

For the capacitors there are more rules to which the components need to comply. Dielectric should be NP0 or C0G. For larger 
values they may not be available. In that case X7R can be used but the voltage rating should be as high as possible.
Size matters for capacitors, the bigger the better in this case. The size is also related to the voltage rating.
C6 should be 1206 sized. C4, C5, C8 and C9 should preferably be 1210 sized but when not available you can use 1206 sizes.
These components do NOT have markings on them so always leave them in their bags or write the value of the parts on the 
strip they came in. Take out the capacitors you want to solder of one value only. Solder them in the correct position and then 
proceed to the next value. This way you will be sure the correct values are in the proper positions.

Soldering these parts is quite easy. 

Pre-tin 1 pad only. 

Use tweezers or small-nose pliers to position the part.

Re-heat the solder and slide the part into position. Let the solder solidify. 

Solder the other side of the component and let is solidify.  

Re-flow the first solder-joint.

When all needed resistors and capacitors are placed (in most cases a number of positions are not used and thus left open) 
you can clean the board so the solder residue is removed.
Next solder the inductor (when required) followed by the jumper-headers. Ensure the jumper headers are inserted in the 
bottom of the board and are soldered in from the top.
Solder 1 pin first and check if the header is angled at exactly 90 degree angle. If not, reheat that pin and reposition the header.
Now solder the other 3 pins and repeat for the other header.

On the top side there is some space to write down (or use a Dymo marker etc.) what the filter is
for. You should end up with this (see picture on the right).

Insert the filter-module in the Kameleon. This
must be done the right way around.
The module can only be inserted in one way. 
When positioned over the 2 screws the wrong
way around the pins will not be aligned with
the socket below it as the PCB is made 
asymmetrical by design. 
The filter board has markings on it stating
'front' and 'rear' but, granted, are hard to
make out on the black boards. 
The side marked 'front' should be closest to the front panel. 
Secure the filter-board with the M3 studs. For illustrative purposes only the 

right side M3 stud is in there, the left side only has the M3 bolt part sticking out. Of course, both M3 studs (or ordinary M3 
nuts) have to be used to secure the module in place.
NOTE: the first 2 or 3 times inserting the module takes a bit of force.

Compatibility

There are 2 different versions of the filter modules. They have almost the same functionality.

  Old type with through hole components         New smaller board with SMD components

The newer boards have R1R and R1L added (and some other extra parts as well) on the bottom of the PCB. 
R1x only needs to be installed when the modules are used with the in-line Kameleon. 
Below you can see which modules can be used in which Kameleon versions.

 Original Kameleon Portable Kameleon-2 Portable/Desktop Kameleon Inline

Through-hole filterboard ✔ ✔ ✘
SMD-filterboard without R1R, R1L ✔ ✔ ✘
Xfeed-filterboard without R1R, R1L ✔ ✔ ✘
SMD-filterboard with R1R, R1L ✘ ✔ ✔
Xfeed-filterboard with R1R, R1L ✘ ✔ ✔



Filter modules

Of course the Kameleon amplifier cannot work without filter modules. When no module is inserted there will be no sound.

Every headphone needs their own specific correction. Some headphones can be improved by applying the opposite frequency
curve to that of the headphone. This is only possible if the correction needed is very gradual and can be made with few 
electronic components. Headphones that need a lot of correction or show multiple dips/peaks or very sharp dips/peaks can 
not be corrected in a very exact manner. They may be able to sound better though with some general correction. Other 
headphones need too much correction (the filter can only correct so much). Yet other headphones do not react well to 
corrections and may start to distort or show no real improvements. Distortion, ringing, cone break-up etc. cannot be corrected 
with these filters. You can't make a silk purse out of a sow's ear applies in a lot of cases.

NOTE: When you really like 'dark' or 'bright' headphones then do not bother to use correction filters as this is just what the 
filter modules change. Dark headphones become 'clearer' and bright headphones become 'fuller' and less bright. 
So.. if you like the sound of your headphone(s) and feel it is exactly what you want, you may want to consider just using the 
'flat gain' module instead or use any other headphone amp of choice. The Kameleon then acts as a 'standard' but very 
capable headphone amp that can easily drive 'difficult' headphones.

However, the better headphones out there, those that already sound good by themselves, may just need a 'nudge' to sound 
even better. The Kameleon is designed specifically for just THESE headphones. To improve them that final bit, to give that 
small nudge to become even more stellar performers and to use these headphones with a portable player. 
It makes them closer to 'flat' which may not be what everyone wants. Only when you agree the headphone lacks in the 
area(s) in the descriptions of the filter module, filtering may be a good idea.

To create these filters one must know the type-number/name of that specific headphone and have some reliable 
measurements at hand, which are needed to figure out the needed correction. Not all plots can easily be used as a guide 
directly. Innerfidelity http://www.innerfidelity.com/headphone-data-sheet-downloads plots can be used after the plots have 
been 'un-corrected'). Headroom plots http://www.headphone.com/pages/build-a-graph with 'Frequency Response 
Compensated' selected can be used directly. 
Also Golden ears plots http://goldenears.net/board/GR_Headphones can be used directly for creating filters.
newer plots from Changstar http://www.changstar.com/index.php and http://www.superbestaudiofriends.org/index.php can be 
used as well to calculate filters with taking the needed compensation for the various plots in consideration.  
http://www.rtings.com/headphones/reviews and http://reference-audio-analyzer.pro/en/report/hp.php are also sources for plots.

Please use our forum thread (http://diyah.boards.net/thread/1377/kameleon-line-filter) to ask questions, ask for modules 
for specific yet unlisted headphones to be created or discuss the Kameleon in-line filter.

Simulation software comes in very handy as well as it is not that easy to calculate the needed values. 
For this reason creating the filters is not something that can be done by most. Calculating the needed values and interpreting 
frequency plots is something that should be done by someone experienced. On the following pages there are some 
component listings for 'known' headphones. If you want to correct a headphone that is not listed OR have a specific EQ in 
mind that can be made with these filter modules simply post your question or filter design requests in our forum. 

Because calculating the correct filter module (gain as well as frequency response) and only relatively simple filters can be 
constructed quite a few dedicated filter modules have been calculated and a number of them has been built and tried on the 
actual headphones.
Several filters were designed based on measurements found on various websites where known references were available.
With references is meant a well known and also measured headphone by those websites. 
As those reference headphones were also measured by myself a correction can be calculated.
Of course, this works by the assumption that what I measure represents what is actually heard. When you feel my 
measurements do not reflect what you hear then do not bother using my (proposed) correction filters either.

The filter module parts lists can be found by downloading a pdf on the following link:

http://www.mediafire.com/file/99h7r7n5l9cns9d/Kameleon_filter_modules.pdf

These filters are updated regularly as well as new filters being added. For this reason always download the latest parts-list.
A variety of filters is available. 
Linear amplifier modules in a few different gain ratios which enable the Kameleon amplifier to be used as a 'normal' portable 
amplifier.
A crossfeed filter is available but with only one 'setting'. It is not configurable.
4 different bass boost modules are available. Again, these too are not user configurable nor can they be adjusted. These have
fixed amounts of (sub) bass boost. One of the filters is designed which adds a bass boost which is about the same boost as 
determined by Olive-Welti (Harman) but does not lower the treble.

If you want YOUR headphone(s) measured and/or corrected contact me via the contact form. (possible within the E.U. only) 

solderdude @ http://diyaudioheaven.wordpress.com/

http://diyaudioheaven.wordpress.com/
http://www.mediafire.com/file/99h7r7n5l9cns9d/Kameleon_filter_modules.pdf
http://diyah.boards.net/thread/1377/kameleon-line-filter
http://reference-audio-analyzer.pro/en/report/hp.php
http://www.rtings.com/headphones/reviews
http://www.superbestaudiofriends.org/index.php
http://www.changstar.com/index.php
http://goldenears.net/board/GR_Headphones%20
http://www.headphone.com/pages/build-a-graph
http://www.innerfidelity.com/headphone-data-sheet-downloads

